Abstract. In the current work, temperature and wind data from the Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) satellite during the years 2002-2007 were used to describe the seasonal variations of the westward propagating 6.5-day planetary wave in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT). Thermospheric composition data from the TIMED satellite and ionospheric total electron content (TEC) from the International Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Service were then employed to carry out two case studies on the effect of this dissipating wave on the thermosphere/ionosphere. In both cases, there were westward anomalies of ∼ 30-40 m s −1 in zonal wind in the MLT region that were caused by momentum deposition of the 6.5-day wave, which had peak activity during equinoxes. The westward zonal wind anomalies led to extra poleward meridional flows in both hemispheres. Meanwhile, there were evident overall reductions of thermospheric column density O / N 2 ratio and ionospheric TEC with magnitudes of up to 16-24 % during these two strong 6.5-day wave events. Based on the temporal correlation between O / N 2 and TEC reductions, as well as the extra poleward meridional circulations associated with the 6.5-day waves, we conclude that the dissipative 6.5-day wave in the lower thermosphere can cause changes in the thermosphere/ionosphere via the mixing effect, similar to the quasi-two-day wave (QTDW) as predicted by Yue and Wang (2014) .
Introduction
A number of observation and simulation works in literature have shown that planetary-scale waves, including atmospheric tides and various stationary and traveling planetary waves in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT), are able to impact the ionosphere/thermosphere (IT) system substantially (Laštovička, 2006; Forbes et al., 2009; Pedatella et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2010; England, 2012; Yue et al., 2013a; Yamazaki and Richmond, 2013; Yue and Wang, 2014; Chang et al., 2014) . The planetary-scale wave signals with the same period and zonal wavenumber as those in the lower atmosphere are often observed in the IT system, which are thought to be the result of either the direct vertical propagation of the planetary-scale waves into the upper thermosphere or via the wave modulation on the neutral wind and dynamo electric fields in the ionosphere E region (Laštovička and Sauli, 1999; Pancheva et al., 2002; England et al., 2006) .
Another important pathway in the vertical coupling between the MLT and IT system is the dissipation of planetaryscale waves in the MLT region (Forbes et al., 1993; Yamazaki and Richmond, 2013; Jones et al., 2014; Yue and Wang, 2014) . In this case, the wave momentum is deposited into the background flow and results in the extra meridional circulation in the lower thermosphere, further leading to global-scale changes of thermospheric composition and ionospheric electron densities. Since the extra meridional circulation plays a significant role as "large-scale eddy" in the vertical coupling, such a process is referred to as the mixing mechanism, which is commonly characterized as changes (e.g. O / N 2 ratio, or total electron content (TEC) etc.) in the IT system. For instance, Chang et al. (2011) found a significant depletion of zonal mean TEC on the order of 3 TECu (total electron content unit, 1 TECu = 10 16 el m −2 ) prior to the quasi-two-day wave (QTDW) reaching its maximum in the MLT. Moreover, in a much earlier work, Chen et al. (1992) showed a reduction of the multiday mean critical frequency of the F 2 layer (f o F 2 ) (∼ 3 MHz) in the crest region of the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) throughout the entire period of the quasi-two-day oscillation (QTDO) event driven by the QTDW in the lower atmosphere. More recently, Yue and Wang (2014) , for the first time, explicitly investigated the QTDW-induced changes in the IT system using the Thermosphere-Ionosphere-MesosphereElectrodynamics general circulation model (TIME-GCM) and proposed that mixing caused by QTDWs leads to the decreases of both O / N 2 and TEC. This theoretical prediction was later confirmed by Chang et al. (2014) with statistical evidence from multiglobal observation data sets.
An outstanding question is if other traveling planetary waves with large amplitudes in the MLT region are also able to drive similar changes in the IT system via the mixing effect. A westward propagating 6.5-day wave with zonal wavenumber 1 is a recurrent feature in the MLT region. The 6.5-day wave exhibits substantial seasonal variations with maximum and minimum amplitudes around equinoxes and solstices, respectively. This seasonal dependence is determined by the background baroclinic and barotropic instability, the critical layer and waveguide formed by the zonal mean zonal wind (Miyoshi and Hirooka, 1999; Lieberman et al., 2003; Kishore et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2004) .
The purpose of the current work is to diagnose the possible effects of the dissipative 6.5-day wave on the IT system via the mixing mechanism predicted by Yue and Wang (2014) . The detailed data set specifications and analysis methodology are described in Sect. 2. The main results are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4 presents the summary and conclusions of this work.
Data and methodology
To investigate the potential changes in the ionosphere/thermosphere caused by the 6.5-day wave via the mixing mechanism, we follow the methodology employed by Chang et al. (2014) . The temperature and horizontal wind measurements from the Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry (SABER) and TIMED Doppler interferometer (TIDI) instruments onboard the Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) satellite are analyzed to identify the strongest 6.5-day wave events in the MLT region. Meanwhile, the responses in the IT system are examined through total electron content (TEC) from the International GNSS Service (IGS) measurements and O / N 2 ratio from the Global Ultraviolet Imager (GUVI) measurements onboard the TIMED satellite. In the present work, the data sets are analyzed for the period from the year 2002 to 2007.
SABER temperature data
SABER is a 10-channel broadband radiometer covering a spectral range from 1.27 to 17 µm. It provides a temperature profile retrieved from one 4.3 µm and two 15 µm CO 2 radiometer channels in the tangent height range, spanning approximately 20-110 km (Mertens et al., 2004) . Remsberg et al. (2008) assessed the quality of version 1.07 temperature data and suggested that the systematic error is no more than 2 K below 70 km, while in the upper MLT region the error increases with altitude from 1.8 K at 80 km to 6.7 K at 100 km. The effective vertical resolution of SABER temperature is approximately 2 km. SABER is in a slowly processing polar quasi-sun-synchronous orbit and can only make measurements at two fixed local times per day for each selected latitude. The sampled local time shifts a small amount each day (12 min), allowing 24 h local time coverage after about 60 days of accumulated observations at low to middle latitudes when both ascending and descending samples are combined. Due to the line of sight of SABER and the yaw maneuver of the TIMED satellite, the latitude coverage of SABER data is from 53 • latitude in one hemisphere to 83 • in the other. In the past decade, SABER temperature has been widely employed for the study of typical thermal structure (Gan et al., 2012) and wave dynamics (Huang et al., 2013; Gan et al., 2014 ). In the current work, the latest version of temperature data, 2.0, is utilized to identify the 6.5-day wave in temperature.
TIDI wind data
TIDI aboard the TIMED satellite is a Fabry-Perot interferometer measuring horizontal vector wind in the MLT region with a vertical resolution of approximately 2 km and accuracies that approach 3 m s −1 (Killeen et al., 2006) . By limb-viewing, TIDI observes emissions from OI 557.7 nm and rotation lines in the O 2 (0-0) at 762 nm to determine the Doppler wind. The actual altitude range covered by TIDI measurements is from 70 to 120 km during daytime and from 80 to 103 km in the nighttime. TIDI provides successive horizontal wind measurements during day and night from pole to pole. The detailed design and preliminary scientific results are presented in Killeen et al. (2006) and references therein. The version 0307 horizontal wind data, downloaded from http://timed.hao.ucar.edu/tidi/, are analyzed in the current work. After preprocessing, the vertical resolution of each horizontal wind profile is 2.5 km. Moreover, through spectral analysis of TIDI wind measurements, Yue et al. (2013b) found the uncertainties are on the order of 2 m s −1 or less.
GUVI O / N 2 data
GUVI is an FUV (far ultraviolet) spectroradiometer onboard the TIMED satellite. It measures the terrestrial dayglow from 120 to 180 nm divided into 176 spectral pixels (Christensen et al., 2003) . The GUVI measurement mode consists of imaging the FUV dayglow from both the Earth's limb and disk between December 2001 and December 2007. Since then, GUVI has only operated in the spectral stare mode at about 47 • from nadir due to the failure of the scan mirror (Meier et al., 2015) .
The atomic oxygen 135.6 nm and molecular nitrogen Lyman-Birge-Hopfield (LBH) emission bands in the far ultraviolet are utilized to retrieve the altitudinal profiles of molecular nitrogen and oxygen, atomic oxygen and temperature from limb scans. The column O / N 2 density ratio is defined as the ratio of the vertical integrated atomic oxygen density to the molecular nitrogen density above the altitude with the molecular nitrogen column density of 10 17 cm −2 . The version 13 O / N 2 ratio data set is obtained from the website (http://guvi.jhuapl.edu/site/data/ guvi-dataproducts.shtml) and is analyzed to explore potential changes induced by 6.5-day wave dissipation.
TEC data
Global maps of ionosphere TEC with 2 h resolution are provided by the International GNSS Service (IGS) and downloadable from the Space Physics Data Facility of the Goddard Space Flight Center (ftp://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/ data). Real-time TEC mapping can provide accurate ionosphere calibration to navigation systems and are also used to monitor the ionosphere. In the current work, each global TEC map has a horizontal resolution of 2.5 • latitude and 5 • longitude.
Methodology
SABER temperature and TIDI horizontal wind data sets are utilized to identify the strongest 6.5-day wave events in the MLT region between 2002 and 2007. The least-squares fitting method proposed by Wu et al. (1995) is employed to obtain the 2-D frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the perturbations in temperature and wind in each latitude and altitude bin. The spectral analysis is undertaken in each calendar month with scanning steps of 0.01 cycles per day (cpd) in frequency. The corresponding wavenumber is from −8 (eastward) to 8 (westward). The least-squares fitting is also performed to derive the amplitude and phase of the 6.5-day wave. The fitting uses a 20-day window with 1-day sliding step to obtain its short-term variability.
TIDI winds (zonal and meridional components) at 100 km are analyzed for the anomalies associated with the 6.5-day wave dissipation. The daily mean wind anomalies are obtained by removing the 60-day mean zonal mean value from the daily zonal mean value. The daily zonal mean value is calculated through averaging the wind profiles from both ascending and descending orbits for the selected day. As mentioned in Chang et al. (2014) , this averaging allows contributions from odd zonal wavenumber tidal components to be suppressed. Meanwhile, all the profiles, in a 60-day temporal window centered on the selected day, are averaged to unambiguously derive the 60-day mean zonal mean value, which is capable of resolving seasonal-scale variations in the winds. The wind anomalies computed from the difference between the daily and 60-day mean winds thus serve as a proxy for short-term variations on day-to-day time scales in the zonal mean zonal winds in low latitudes.
In order to examine thermosphere and ionosphere responses, the changes in TEC and O / N 2 data sets are investigated during two strong 6.5-day wave events. The percentage changes are calculated by subtracting and normalizing to the mean value in the selected period for each latitude, as will be discussed in detail later. Additionally, we only use the global TEC data at 16:00 LT, when the EIA reaches the greatest magnitude.
Results
To identify strong 6.5-day wave signals in neutral temperature and zonal winds, spectral analysis is carried out on both the temperature and wind fields, as mentioned above, prior to further analyses. The typical spectrum at selected latitudes and altitudes are displayed, where the 6.5-day wave signal reaches the maximum amplitude. Figure 1 shows the normalized annual mean power spectra for the perturbations in temperature at (a) 80 and (b) 95 km at 45 • N and in zonal winds at (c) 95 km over the Equator. The normalized annual mean power spectra here were calculated by averaging all the monthly mean spectra between the year 2002 and 2007. Generally, the prominent zonal wavenumber 1 westward propagating 6.5-day wave is detectable in both temperature and zonal wind fields. The consistent 6.5-day wave signals in the temperature perturbation spectra at 80 and 95 km indicate the vertical propagation of the wave in the MLT region. As seen in Fig. 1b and c, the strong 6.5-day wave at middle latitudes in temperature and at low latitude in zonal wind is in agreement with the previous satellite observational results (Wu et al., 1994; Lieberman et al., 2003) . Additionally, the QTDW and equatorial trapped ultrafast Kelvin wave are also visible in the spectra.
With the frequency and wavenumber identified from spectral analyses, the least-squares fitting was performed to obtain the daily amplitude and phase of the 6.5-day wave using a 20-day (about 3 times the length of the 6.5-day wave period) running window with a step of one day between the year 2002 and 2007. To highlight its seasonal behavior, the daily amplitudes at 95 km were averaged over the entire 6-year time span to derive the climatological mean in a composite year. In Fig. 2a , the temperature 6.5-day wave reaches the maximum amplitude at middle latitudes around the equinoxes. The vernal and autumnal peak values appear in May and September in the Northern Hemisphere, respectively, with a greater value of ∼ 6 K in the springtime. In the Southern Hemisphere, the 6.5-day wave displays the same seasonal behavior, but it maximizes in February/March and October/November. Moreover, the 6.5-day wave exhibits an asymmetric latitudinal structure with respect to the Equator at this height. Figure 2b displays the 6-year averaged daily amplitude of the 6.5-day wave in zonal wind at 95 km (meridional wind component not shown here because of the similar seasonal feature and much weaker amplitude). The wave signals also reach a maximum in equinoxes with a peak value up to ∼ 20 m s −1 in the tropical region, which agrees with previous observation and simulation results (Talaat et al., 2001 (Talaat et al., , 2002 Liu et al., 2004) . Besides the primary amplitude maxima occurring in May and September, two secondary maxima in February and November are also evident in the tropical region, which are synchronous with the maxima in temperature in the Southern Hemisphere. This may be associated with the mesosphere semi-annual oscillation (MSAO) of zonal mean zonal winds (Liu et al., 2004) . Additionally, the 6.5-day wave in the extratropical regions in the Southern Hemisphere presents the greatest amplitude in April and August, about 1 month earlier than in the tropical region. We noted that the 6.5-day wave exhibited distinctly different latitudinal structures in temperature and zonal wind, especially during equinoxes when its amplitudes reach maximum. This is in agreement with previous global observation (Wu et al., 1994) and modeling (Liu et al., 2004) works, suggesting a consistent horizontal structure of the 6.5-day wave with the (1,1) Rossby normal mode predicted by linear theory.
According to the coupling mechanism proposed by Yue and Wang (2014) , the background zonal wind anomaly produced by the planetary wave dissipation in the lower thermosphere can result in an extra meridional circulation, which subsequently induces changes in thermospheric O / N 2 ratio and ionospheric TEC. Therefore, in the following case studies, we will present the 6.5-day wave variations together with the corresponding anomalies in the background zonal and meridional winds of the lower thermosphere and changes in thermospheric O / N 2 and ionospheric TEC. The cases selected here are characterized by the obvious 6.5-day wave activity occurring simultaneously in neutral temperature and zonal wind. For each case, the variables are illustrated in a 60-day temporal window centered on the day of peak 6.5-day wave amplitudes. In the present work, we just discuss two representative cases in detail, since others do not have successive O / N 2 observations or sufficiently strong wave activity, making the evidence not as robust as desired. Figure 3 illustrates the first case study during the spring equinox in 2003. Figure 3a shows the daily amplitude of the 6.5-day wave in temperature at 95 km between day 100 and 160 with a latitude ranging from 50 • S to 50 • N. The maximum amplitude of ∼ 10 K occurred around day 130 and 40 • N, which was 2 times larger than that in the Southern Hemisphere. Unlike that in temperature, the stronger wave signals in zonal wind appeared at low latitude as seen in Fig. 3b . A peak value of up to ∼ 30 m s −1 occurred around day 130 which coincided with the value in temperature. Also, the duration of the strong 6.5-day wave was on the order of ∼ 20 days from day 120 to 140.
We next explore the horizontal wind anomalies driven by the westward propagating 6.5-day wave. Figure 3c illustrates the TIDI zonal mean zonal wind anomalies at 100 km, which is obtained by removing the 60-day mean zonal mean value from the daily zonal mean value. Thus, the anomalies resulting from the difference between the daily and 60-day mean values can reflect the short-term wind variability, including the changes potentially induced by the 6.5-day wave dissipation. The positive (negative) values represent eastward (westward) zonal wind anomalies. As seen in Fig. 3c , the apparent westward anomalies (dotted line) at low latitudes, particularly in the region of 10 • S-20 • N, coincided with the prominent 6.5-day wave activities between day 120 and 140. The westward anomalies were as large as ∼ 30-40 m s −1 around day 130 in the equatorial region. We also note that apparent westward wind anomalies appeared poleward of 30 • S. It is expected that the significant westward anomalies dwelled within 20 • S/N, where the 6.5-day wave was strongest in the zonal wind field. Based on its temporal-spatial feature, the westward wind anomalies are likely the consequence of the westward momentum deposition due to the 6.5-day wave dissipation. In a TIME-GCM modeling study of the effect of the QTDW on the upper atmosphere, Yue and Wang (2014) also reported a westward jet of ∼ 20 m s −1 between 80 and 100 km at low latitudes induced by QTDW forcing. Moreover, the observational results from Chang et al. (2014) demonstrated that the QTDW-induced westward anomalies had a 12-20-day delay with respect to the day of peak QTDW amplitude at 100 km. This delay was attributed to the time required for the vertical propagation of the QTDW forcing from the peak altitude of ∼ 85 to 100 km. Another possible reason is associated with the forcing by gravity waves filtered by the initial eastward background zonal wind at lower height level. In general, the 6.5-day wave is acting to drive significant westward zonal wind anomalies in the lower thermosphere and thereby provides the necessary conditions to modify the meridional circulation, which plays a key role in the composition mixing effect in the IT system.
To confirm the existence of this 6.5-day-wave-induced extra meridional circulation, we further investigate the anomalies in the TIDI meridional wind, which is subjected to the same analysis as the zonal wind. In Fig. 3d , the strong southward (negative value) wind anomalies of ∼ 30-40 m s −1 within 10 • S/N from day 120 to 130 coincided with the strongest 6.5-day wave activities. Then, the center of southward wind anomalies moved southward and finally located at 20-30 • S between days 135-140. Meanwhile, the meridional wind was dominated by the northward (positive value) wind anomalies in the Northern Hemisphere. These significant extra poleward flows in both hemispheres are determined by the balance between the westward force due to the 6.5-day wave (Fig. 3c ) and the Coriolis force . Although no data are available for examining the vertical wind changes directly, it is known that vertical wind is dependent upon the divergence of the zonal mean meridional wind (Rishbeth, 1998) , which is capable of driving upwelling and downwelling and composition changes. Therefore, we can reasonably speculate that global variations in meridional circulation are produced by the 6.5-day wave dissipation, similar to the scenario under the QTDW forcing in Yue and Wang (2014) .
With the extra meridional circulation established, changes caused by the mixing effect are expected to occur in the thermosphere and ionosphere. The GUVI O / N 2 ratio is used to explore the potential changes in the thermospheric composition associated with the 6.5-day wave dissipation. Figure 3e illustrates the percentage changes of the daily O / N 2 , which are derived by subtracting and normalizing to the zonal mean value between days 100 and 160. The apparent reductions of O / N 2 were observed, particularly between day 135 and 140, at low latitudes from 30 • S to 20 • N. The maximum decrease was as large as 16-24 % and occurred around day 136 in the tropical region, indicating a 5-6-day delay to the day of maximum wave amplitude in winds (cf. Fig. 3b ). However, a good agreement between the largest O / N 2 depletion and the southward meridional wind anomalies (Fig. 3e) between day 135 and 140 in the Southern Hemisphere can be seen clearly, indicating a strong correlation between the extra meridional circulation and the O / N 2 decrease induced by the mixing effect. The wave-related reductions of neutral compositions in the thermosphere have been reported by past simulation works on migrating tides and QTDW forcing (Forbes et al., 1993; Yamazaki and Richmond, 2013; Yue and Wang, 2014) . Yue and Wang (2014) found that QTDWinduced extra meridional circulation can effectively transport atomic oxygen downward from above 100 km to below 100 km. Due to molecular diffusion, the decrease of atomic oxygen mixing ratio at the lower thermosphere propagates to the upper thermosphere (Qian et al., 2009) . Meanwhile, the net transportation of molecular nitrogen and oxygen is nevertheless upward, resulting in the increase of the mixing ratios of these molecular species. Therefore, the resultant decrease of O / N 2 is found to be significant in both simulations and observations (Chang et al., 2014) . Additionally, a couple of previous works (Kil and Paxton, 2011; Kil et al., 2013) found that the O / N 2 ratio might be contaminated by ionospheric O + , which also produces 135.6 nm emissions as atomic oxygen. In this case, the changes of ionosphere O + may also induce the observed O / N 2 depletion. However, it is emphasized that the current O / N 2 ratio is retrieved from OI 135.6 nm intensities with the solar zenith angle less than 60 degrees, suppressing the ionosphere effects as much as possible (Meier et al., 2015) . Thus, we suggest that the dissipative 6.5-day wave is the dominant source, leading to O / N 2 depletion through extra meridional circulation. Figure 3f displays the percentage changes of daily TEC at 16:00 local solar time as a function of latitude within the same period. The original TEC time series (not shown) is characterized by evident semi-annual and solar-related 27-day oscillations, particularly at low and middle latitudes. To separate the influences of these periodic variations from the wave-driven effects, seasonal-scale variations with periods of 12 and 6 months were removed through harmonic fitting. Then, a band-pass ([0.045, 0 .33] cpd) filter was employed to remove the ∼ 27-day oscillation in TEC. The residual time series of TEC were analyzed to derive the changes with the same approach as that for O / N 2 . Moreover, both F 10.7 cm (red line) and K p (black line) indices were superimposed in Fig. 3f to represent solar and geomagnetic activity, respectively, which can also lead to short-term variability in TEC. The evident decrease was observed between days 125 and 140 within 50 • S/N, during the period of the strongest 6.5-day wave activity. The maximum TEC reduction of 8-16 % occurred around 20 • in both hemispheres, roughly symmetric to the Equator. During this period, the K p index was lower than 5, implying a small effect of geomagnetic activity. We note that the F 10.7 cm index dramatically declined from 150 sfu (solar flux unit) (10 −22 Wm −2 Hz −1 ) on day 118 to 90 sfu on day 130, making the solar-induced short-term effect on TEC non-negligible. Nonetheless, F-region plasma density is greatly affected by the composition of the neutral atmosphere (Rishbeth and Edwards, 1989, 1990) . Electron density is approximately proportional to O / N 2 ratio under a photochemical equilibrium (Rishbeth, 1998) . Thus, because of the good temporal consistence between the reductions of TEC and O / N 2 , the extra poleward meridional circulation and the 6.5-day wave activity, the extra meridional circulation driven by the 6.5-day wave dissipation is most likely the cause of the TEC depletion in Fig. 3f . Thus far, the 6.5-day-wave-induced mixing effect on the IT system has been demonstrated during vernal equinox. We now investigate another case in autumn, when the westward propagating 6.5-day wave again reaches peak amplitude. Figure 4 displays the same variables as those in Fig. 3 , but between days 285 and 345 in 2006. The wave amplitudes in temperature (Fig. 4a ) and zonal wind (Fig. 4b) reached maximums around day 315 with peak values of ∼ 8 K and ∼ 25 m s −1 , respectively. They were smaller than the maximum amplitudes during the springtime in 2003. Moreover, besides the relatively weak wave signal in the Southern Hemisphere, the 6.5-day wave in the autumn of 2006 did not exhibit the distinctive hemispherically asymmetric feature in temperature shown in Fig. 3a . The strongest wave signal persisted for about 10 days from day 310 to 320, when the corresponding zonal wind was dominated by eastward (positive) anomalies with a magnitude of up to 30-40 m s −1 at low latitudes, as illustrated in Fig. 4c . But the wind anomalies altered from eastward to westward (negative) during day 320 to 325. Due to the westward phase velocity of the 6.5-day wave, the eastward anomalies can not be directly attributed to the 6.5-day wave dissipation but may be enforced by the anomalous gravity waves filtered by westward background wind anomalies at lower heights (Chang et al., 2014) . Meanwhile, as expected, the meridional wind (Fig. 4d) exhibited southward (negative) and northward (positive) anomalies in the Southern and Northern hemispheres, respectively, with a magnitude of up to 40-50 m s −1 , indicating the important poleward meridional circulations in both hemispheres.
From Fig. 4e and f, we can find multiple time segments with short-term decreases in O / N 2 and TEC. However, considering the potential impact of the 6.5-day wave, only such reductions accompanying or closely following the strongest wave activity are thought to be associated with the mixing effect. Thus, the evident reductions, occurring during days 320-325, centered around 20 • N in O / N 2 and 10 • S in TEC, with a magnitude of 16-24 %, might have a correlation with the 6.5-day wave dissipation. In addition, both solar activity and geomagnetic activity were relatively weak in terms of F 10.7 cm and K p indices, indicating no significant contributions from these sources. According to the preceding analyses, we conclude that the 6.5-day wave effect on the IT system via the mixing mechanism not only exists in the vernal equinox but also in the autumnal equinox, as long as strong 6.5-day wave activity occurs in the MLT region.
Summary and conclusions
In this work, we used SABER temperature, TIDI horizontal winds, GUVI O / N 2 and IGS TEC data sets to investigate the potential effect of the dissipative 6.5-day wave in the MLT region on the IT system via the mixing effect. We identified strong zonal wavenumber 1 westward propagating 6.5-day wave signals in temperature and zonal winds. By averaging the daily amplitudes over 6 years (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) , it is found that the 6.5-day wave at 95 km exhibits a substantial seasonal dependence with the maximum amplitude during equinoxes.
Two strong 6.5-day wave cases, one during day 100-160 in 2003 and the other during day 285-345 in 2006, were investigated to explore, in this work, the effects of wave dissipation on the thermosphere/ionosphere. The main results are summarized as follows:
1. In both cases, the maximum amplitudes of 6.5-day wave occur simultaneously in temperature and zonal wind fields. The amplitudes of the 2003 springtime case had slightly larger peak values (∼ 10 K and 30 m s −1 ).
2. Evident westward zonal wind anomalies were observed at low latitudes during the period of strong 6.5-day wave activities in the 2003 vernal equinox case. Westward wind anomalies result from the momentum deposition due to the 6.5-day wave dissipation. However, for the autumnal case in 2006, the corresponding zonal wind anomalies were initially eastward during the onset of the 6.5-day wave and turn to westward later. This may be associated with the effects of gravity waves filtered by the background wind at lower altitudes, as suggested by Chang et al. (2014) .
3. Because of the balance between the westward acceleration and Coriolis force, the westward zonal wind anomalies result in poleward meridional wind anomalies in both hemispheres. This leads to extra meridional circulation and thus the mixing effect in the thermosphere/ionosphere.
4. Coincident reductions with a magnitude of up to 16-24 % in O / N 2 and TEC were observed. Moreover, these reductions showed good temporal correlations with the strong 6.5-day wave activity, as well as the induced zonal and meridional wind anomalies. This provides the evidence that the dissipative 6.5-day wave can lead to changes in the IT system via the composition mixing mechanism, as predicted by Yue and Wang (2014) .
